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for kids



PERSONA

Name: Max

Gender: Male

Age: 8 

Favorite Jelly: Peach Preserves

Get to know Max:

He’s the only child.  He lives in the suburbs.  
His family enjoys taking Max on trips. He’s very 
curious and has very vivid imagination.

He loves to play on Nintendo DS. He likes soccer.  
He enjoys solving puzzles and scavenger hunt. 
He loves to act as a super hero or a spy while 
wearing a raccoon suit. He likes to write stories 
and build with his legos. 

He doesn’t like waiting at airports.  He doesn’t 
like snakes. He’s scared of swimming and heights. 
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AIRPORT

Sam connects 
virtual game to 
real life

HOTEL

Sam engages the 
map and begins 
game

 

OUT & ABOUT

Sam engages the 
map, continues 
game

 

DISASTER

Sam experiences 
a disaster

SAFETY ZONE

Sam completes 
the game and 
survives the 
experience

[DENOUEMENT]

USING MAP

Sam begins 
to respond by 
playing the game

HOME

Sam introduced 
to Safe Zone 
Game

FLIGHT

Sam personalizes 
the experience 

[STORY EXPOSITION][STORY EXPOSITION] [STORY EXPOSITION] [STORY EXPOSITION][STORY EXPOSITION] [RISING ACTION] [CLIMAX]

SAFE



Safety Zone Game
Max and his family are researching destinations 
for a family trip. After contacting a travel agent 
and learning more about Buenos Aires, the family 
decides to book their trip. 

Included in the documentation is the children’s 
training product called “Safe Zone Game.” The 
game is designed to reduce the stress level of 
children during natural disasters by making survival 
of those disasters into a game.

Max’s mom introduces Max to the Safe Zone Game 
after she receives information in her recent e-mails 
from the travel agent.

Interactions in the game include rolling dice, move 
spaces, and learning symbol as the character 
progresses.  
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BUILD YOUR TRIP
In building an itinerary for the trip, they explore the 
game together as they learn the symbols for food, 
water, hospital, safe place. Max becomes excited as 
he learns the values of different symbols and game 
goals. This excitement level and understanding of 
the rules makes Max prepared to explore the city.
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PRINTING
Once Max arrives at the airport to fly to Buenos 
Aires, he searches for a kiosk in the airport. This 
kiosk is brightly designed to attract the attention of 
specifically younger audiences. 

 At this touch screen kiosk, Max types in his name, 
and the kiosk prints out a more formal itinerary that 
can be used with the game or sent (in digital form) 
to his phone.
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USING THE MAP

Max utilizes the printed map or the digital map 
to visit museums, interact with landmarks, and 
acclimate himself with the environment. In doing 
so, Max is also reinforcing his understanding of the 
signs/way-finding, major locations and protocols 
of the city. Were a disaster to occur, Max would 
be better equipped to handle such a challenge 
since the game uses rules and objectives to make 
challenges easier to understand. Max and his 
family are outside the monument when, suddenly, 
the family feels a shake. An earthquake makes the 
crowd enters a panic.Max gets separated from 
his parents. Feeling confused and abandoned, he 
starts looking for his parents. He begins to recall the 
principles of the game, and which brings him some 
comfort. He remembers showing his parents the city 
based on challenges during the day. He remembers 
getting the map from the kiosk a the airport and 
remembers the shape, color of the kiosk and that 
it helped him before. He also remembers that he 
should look for a safe zone and the symbols that 
show the way. 
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FINDING
He looks at the map and tries to figure out where 
he is. He knows he is near the monument and sees 
it on the map, so he knows he is somewhere near 
there. He tries to start going in the direction toward 
a safe zone on the map. He is not sure if he is going 
the correct way. He then sees a shape that is similar 
to the kiosk he interacted with at the airpot. He 
goes up to the obelisk. The obelisk has an arrow 
pointing a direction and a symbol he is familiar with 
from the Safe Zone game and the map he printed at 
the airport.

He walks in the direction the arrow is pointing until 
he sees another obelisk. This next obelisk has an 
arrow and he continues on his journey. He see 
another obelisk and there are people there. He finds 
help and his parents.

SAFE
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